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  Right to Exist Yaacov Lozowick,2013-02-20 In
July 2000, Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat
refused to negotiate a peace offer made by Israeli
Prime Minister Ehud Barak at Camp David. At the
end of September the Palestinians then launched
their second intifada, an outbreak of terrorism in
the heart of Israel’s cities that continues to
this day. The unprecedented violence drove Barak
from office and brought to power the feared hard-
liner Ariel Sharon. In RIGHT TO EXIST, Yaacov
Lozowick, an Israeli historian, describes his
evolution from a liberal peace activist into a
reluctant supporter of Sharon. In making sense of
his own political journey, Lozowick rewrites the
whole history of Israel, delving into the roots of
the Zionist enterprise and tracing the long
struggle to establish and defend the Jewish state
in the face of implacable Arab resistance and
widespread international hostility. Lozowick
examines each of Israel’s wars from the
perspective of classical “just war” theory, from
the fight for independence to the present day.
Subjecting the country’s founders and their
descendants to unsparing scrutiny, he concludes
that Israel is neither the pristine socialist
utopia its founders envisioned, nor the racist
colonial enterprise portrayed by its enemies.
Refuting dozens of pernicious myths about the
conflict—such as the charge that Israel stole the
land from its rightful owners, or that Arabs and
Jews are locked in a “cycle of violence” for which
both bear equal blame—RIGHT TO EXIST is an
impassioned moral history of extraordinary
resonance and power.
  In the Land of Israel Amos Oz,1993-10-31 A
snapshot of Israel and the West Bank in the 1980s,
through the voices of its inhabitants, from the
National Jewish Book Award–winning author of
Judas. Notebook in hand, renowned author and
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onetime kibbutznik Amos Oz traveled throughout his
homeland to talk with people—workers, soldiers,
religious zealots, aging pioneers, desperate
Arabs, visionaries—asking them questions about
Israel’s past, present, and future. Observant or
secular, rich or poor, native-born or new
immigrant, they shared their points of view,
memories, hopes, and fears, and Oz recorded them.
What emerges is a distinctive portrait of a
changing nation and a complex society,
supplemented by Oz’s own observations and
reflections, that reflects an insider’s view of a
country still forming its own identity. In the
Land of Israel is “an exemplary instance of a
writer using his craft to come to grips with what
is happening politically and to illuminate certain
aspects of Israeli society that have generally
been concealed by polemical formulas” (The New
York Times).
  The Invention of the Land of Israel Shlomo
Sand,2012-11-20 What is a homeland and when does
it become a national territory? Why have so many
people been willing to die for such places
throughout the twentieth century? What is the
essence of the Promised Land? Following the
acclaimed and controversial The Invention of the
Jewish People, Shlomo Sand examines the mysterious
sacred land that has become the site of the
longest-running national struggle of the twentieth
and twenty-first centuries. The Invention of the
Land of Israel deconstructs the age-old legends
surrounding the Holy Land and the prejudices that
continue to suffocate it. Sand’s account dissects
the concept of “historical right” and tracks the
creation of the modern concept of the “Land of
Israel” by nineteenth-century Evangelical
Protestants and Jewish Zionists. This invention,
he argues, not only facilitated the colonization
of the Middle East and the establishment of the
State of Israel; it is also threatening the
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existence of the Jewish state today.
  A History of Modern Israel Colin
Shindler,2013-03-25 Colin Shindler's remarkable
history begins in 1948, as waves of immigrants
arrived in Israel from war-torn Europe to
establish new cities, new institutions, and a new
culture founded on the Hebrew language. Optimistic
beginnings were soon replaced with the sobering
reality of wars with Arab neighbours, internal
ideological differences, and ongoing confrontation
with the Palestinians. In this updated edition,
Shindler covers the significant developments of
the last decade, including the rise of the Israeli
far right, Hamas's takeover and the political
rivalry between Gaza and the West Bank, Israel's
uneasy dealings with the new administration in the
United States, political Islam and the potential
impact of the Arab Spring on the region as a
whole. This sympathetic yet candid portrayal asks
how a nation that emerged out of the ashes of the
Holocaust and was the admiration of the world is
now perceived by many Western governments in a
less than benevolent light.
  Israel Has a Jewish Problem Joyce Dalsheim,2019
This book examines the struggle over Jewishness in
Israel. Although the state was founded to liberate
the Jews, some Israelis must leave the country to
get married, while others are denigrated for
trying to live the Torah life. The Kafaesque
nature of such struggles illustrates how modern
democratic nation-states, meant to liberate
citizens through rule by the people and for the
people, instead create a people for the state and
its projects. The book argues that self-
determination becomes a form of self-elimination
as it produces the ethnos for the nation,
inevitably narrowing the possible forms of
personal and cultural identity. Sovereignty,
secularism, nationalism, citizenship, self-
determination, assimilation, Israel, settler-
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colonialism, religion, Jewishness--
  Israel Noa Tishby,2022-09-20 A personal,
spirited, and concise chronological timeline
spanning from Biblical times to today that
explores one of the most fascinating countries in
the world-Israel--]cProvided by publisher.
  A History of Israel and the Holy Land Michael
Avi-Yonah,2001-01-01 In its entirety the story
told here spans all of recorded history. It is a
story of momentous events and mighty nations, of
the birth of great religions and of foreign
conquests, of longing and renewal. The scholars
who have produced this work have woven an
engrossing, continuous narrative out of the
historical materials, presenting a rich array of
peoples and cultures, from the ancient Hebrews and
their neighbors down to the time of Jesus and the
Roman wars and then on through the Arab and
Crusader conquests, the Mameluk domination, the
long period of Turkish rule, British Mandate, and
the rebirth of Israel. An integral part of the
story is the magnificent selection of photographs
illustrating the land, its sites, its ruins, and
its treasures. This expanded millennium edition of
A History of Israel and the Holy Land takes the
story into the twenty-first century with a new and
comprehensive survey of the State of Israel from
its establishment to the present day. The new
material includes a review of political, economic,
and social developments in Israel and summaries of
the country's wars and the peace process.>
  The Creation of the State of Israel Myra
Immell,2009-10-16 Tensions in the Middle East are
due to a number of reasons, with the creation of
Israel being among them. Give readers a much-
needed survey of several lively debates relating
to the creation of the state of Israel. Essay
sources include The Times of London, The Jerusalem
Post, and The Higher Arab Committee. While
essayist Jamal el-Husseini argues that Palestine
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should not be partitioned, Abba Hillel Silver
argues that Palestine should be partitioned.
Sequenced in the pro versus con format, these
essays will activate your readers' critical
thinking skills. Once seating reader's deeply in
the debates, personal narratives are then shared,
by those living with the issues of disharmony
between Palestine and Israel. Narratives include a
student celebrating the dawn of the Jewish state,
and a young immigrant who joins the Haganah.
  Israel Noa Tishby,2021-04-06 A NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER A “fascinating and very moving” (Aaron
Sorkin, award-winning screenwriter of The West
Wing and The Social Network) chronological
timeline spanning from Biblical times to today
that explores one of the most interesting
countries in the world—Israel. Israel. The small
strip of arid land is 5,700 miles away but remains
a hot-button issue and a thorny topic of debate.
But while everyone seems to have a strong opinion
about Israel, how many people actually know the
facts? Here to fill in the information gap is
Israeli American Noa Tishby. But “this is not your
Bubbie’s history book” (Bill Maher, host of Real
Time with Bill Maher). Instead, offering a fresh,
360-degree view, Tishby brings her “passion,
humor, and deep intimacy” (Yossi Klein Halevi, New
York Times bestselling author of Letters to My
Palestinian Neighbor) to the subject, creating an
accessible and dynamic portrait of a tiny country
of outsized relevance. Through bite-sized chunks
of history and deeply personal stories, Tishby
chronicles her homeland’s evolution, beginning in
Biblical times and moving forward to cover
everything from WWI to Israel’s creation to the
disputes dividing the country today. Tackling
popular misconceptions with an abundance of facts,
Tishby provides critical context around headline-
generating controversies and offers a clear,
intimate account of the richly cultured country of
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Israel.
  1001 Facts Everyone Should Know about Israel
Mitchell G. Bard,Moshe Schwartz,2005-11-01 Hardly
a day passes when Israel is not in the news. This
book provides essential facts about not only the
political events in the news, but also the
positive contributions Israel is making in the
arts and sciences. This is not a recitation of
facts and figures, but a mosaic of the most
important aspects of Israel's past and present.
The book will entertain those interested in some
of the fascinating trivia about Israel and inform
those doing more serious research about the
economy, government, and culture of the Jewish
State.
  Israel Today Ḥayim Gordon,2007 Israel Today
offers a concise and enlightened description of
the challenges Israel has encountered since its
founding in 1948. In elegant prose, Haim Gordon
depicts the dynamic historical developments that
have led to the return of the Jewish people to the
land of their forefathers and to the establishment
of contemporary Israel. More specifically, Gordon
analyzes the country's precarious relations to its
neighbors and the dangers to national security it
faces from the outside. Internal problems arise
from the need to blend into one nation the many
thousands of Jews who have arrived from more than
120 lands to join in the building of the Jewish
State. These historical details revolve around an
eloquent discussion of daily life in Israel today,
featuring aspects such as politics, economics,
education, and Jewish spirituality.
  Israel: the First Hundred Years Efraim
Karsh,2014-02-25 The Zionist Movement was born in
the wake of Jewish emancipation in Western Europe,
and at a time of increased persecution in Eastern
Europe. This volume addresses the intellectual,
social and political ramifications of Jewish
settlement in Eretz Israel before the creation of
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the State of Israel.
  What Israel Means to Me Alan
Dershowitz,2008-04-21 Personal and Passionate
Reflections on the Land and Its People The
Mediterranean landscape, the exuberance of the
Israelis, the way politics is a matter of life and
death there-all these things beguiled me. -Erica
Jong, author What does Israel mean to me? Courage.
The Israelis have more courage in their pinky
finger than I have in my whole life. -Tovah
Feldshuh, actress It is an unparalleled story of
tenacity and determination, of courage and
renewal. And it is ultimately a metaphor for the
triumph and enduring hope over the temptation of
despair. -David Harris, Executive Director of the
American Jewish Committee I have no desire to be
like everyone else. Something in me wants the
entry of the Jewish people into world politics to
be judged by the highest conceivable measure.
Indeed, that may be what is both so inspiring and
confounding about the existence of Israel. -Rabbi
Lawrence Kushner? Israel isn't a symbol. Israel is
the practical manifestation of hope, freedom, and
self-determination. -Larry King, television host
  Israel S. Ilan Troen,Noah Lucas,1995-05-04 This
book provides new interpretations and research
findings, from a wide spectrum of viewpoints, on
Israel's formative first decade of independence.
  Israel Daniel Gordis,2016-10-18 Winner of the
Jewish Book of the Year Award The first
comprehensive yet accessible history of the state
of Israel from its inception to present day, from
Daniel Gordis, one of the most respected Israel
analysts (The Forward) living and writing in
Jerusalem. Israel is a tiny state, and yet it has
captured the world’s attention, aroused its
imagination, and lately, been the object of its
opprobrium. Why does such a small country speak to
so many global concerns? More pressingly: Why does
Israel make the decisions it does? And what lies
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in its future? We cannot answer these questions
until we understand Israel’s people and the
questions and conflicts, the hopes and desires,
that have animated their conversations and
actions. Though Israel’s history is rife with
conflict, these conflicts do not fully communicate
the spirit of Israel and its people: they give
short shrift to the dream that gave birth to the
state, and to the vision for the Jewish people
that was at its core. Guiding us through the
milestones of Israeli history, Gordis relays the
drama of the Jewish people’s story and the
creation of the state. Clear-eyed and erudite, he
illustrates how Israel became a cultural, economic
and military powerhouse—but also explains where
Israel made grave mistakes and traces the long
history of Israel’s deepening isolation. With
Israel, public intellectual Daniel Gordis offers
us a brief but thorough account of the cultural,
economic, and political history of this complex
nation, from its beginnings to the present.
Accessible, levelheaded, and rigorous, Israel
sheds light on the Israel’s past so we can
understand its future. The result is a vivid
portrait of a people, and a nation, reborn.
  The Land of Blood and Honey Martin van
Creveld,2010-08-03 The definitive one-volume
history of Israel by its most distinguished
historian From its Zionist beginnings at the end
of the nineteenth century through the past sixty,
tumultuous years, the state of Israel has been, as
van Creveld argues, the greatest success story in
the entire twentieth century. In this crisp
volume, he skillfully relates the improbable story
of a nationless people who, given a hot and arid
patch of land and coping with every imaginable
obstacle, founded a country that is now the envy
of surrounding states. While most studies on
Israel focus on the political, this encompassing
history weaves together the nation's economic,
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social, cultural and religious narratives while
also offering diplomatic solutions to help Israel
achieve peace. Without question, this is the best
one-volume history of Israel and its people.
  Coffins on Our Shoulders Dan Rabinowitz,Khawla
Abu-Baker,2005-09-12 This highly original
historical and political analysis of the Arab-
Israeli conflict combines the unique perspectives
of two prominent segments of the Middle Eastern
puzzle: Israeli Jews and the Palestinian citizens
of Israel. Written jointly by an Israeli
anthropologist and a Palestinian family therapist
born weeks apart to two families from Haifa,
Coffins on Our Shoulders merges the personal and
the political as it explores the various stages of
the conflict, from the 1920s to the present. The
authors weave vivid accounts and vignettes of
family history into a sophisticated
multidisciplinary analysis of the political drama
that continues to unfold in the Middle East.
Offering an authoritative inquiry into the
traumatic events of October 2000, when thirteen
Palestinian citizens of Israel were killed by
Israeli police during political demonstrations,
the book culminates in a radical and thought-
provoking blueprint for reform that few in Israel,
in the Arab world, and in the West can afford to
ignore.
  Ella's Trip to Israel Vivian Bonnie
Newman,2011-01-01 Excited Ella and her stuffed
monkey, Koofi, take a family trip to Israel. Ella
enjoys visiting all thefamous places in Israel,
but Koofi experiences Israel in his own special
way!
  The Treatment of Israel by the United Nations
Benjamin A. Gilman,2000-12 Witnesses include: C.
David Welch, Assistant Secretary, Bureau of
International Organization Affairs, U.S. Dept. of
State; Martin Indyk, Assistant Secretary, Bureau
of Near Eastern Affairs, U.S. Dept. of State;
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Morris Abram, Chairman, U.N. Watch; John Bolton,
Senior Vice-P resident, American Enterprise
Institute; Ronald Lauder, Chairman, Conference of
Presidents of Major American Jewish Organizations
(CPMAJO); accompanied by Malcolm Hoenlein, Vice-
Chairman (CPMAJO); Harris Schoenberg, Director of
U.N. Affairs, B'nai B'rith International; and
Bruce Ramer, President, American Jewish Committee.
  Birthing the Nation Rhoda Ann
Kanaaneh,2002-06-28 In this rich, evocative study,
Rhoda Ann Kanaaneh examines the changing notions
of sexuality, family, and reproduction among
Palestinians living in Israel. Distinguishing
itself amid the media maelstrom that has
homogenized Palestinians as terrorists, this
important new work offers a complex, nuanced, and
humanized depiction of a group rendered invisible
despite its substantial size, now accounting for
nearly twenty percent of Israel's population.
Groundbreaking and thought-provoking, Birthing the
Nation contextualizes the politics of reproduction
within contemporary issues affecting Palestinians,
and places these issues against the backdrop of a
dominant Israeli society.
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